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Electron self-energy QED corrections: the zoo

From 1974, Mohr, Indelicato, Jentschura,…

From 1996, Persson, Blundell, Yerokhin, Sapirstein,… 

From 2001, Yerokhin, Shabaev, Indelicato

From 2005, Shabaev, Glazov, Volotka, Yerokhin,…

still in progress …
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QED corrections in  a 
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Wish list:
❑ Without expansion in 

the electron-nucleus 
binding strength (parameter 

Zα).
❑ For general binding 

potential (not only 
Coulomb).

❑ “Arbitrary” number of 
radial integrations.



Reading Feynman diagrams

Internal photon line Photon propagator

External electron line Dirac bound-state wave function

Internal electron line Bound electron propagator (= Dirac Green function)

Vertex Integration over the coordinate

Closed loop Integration over loop frequency

E.g.: Two radial integrations, one loop frequency 
integration, two wave functions, one photon 
propagator, one electron propagator
+ one partial wave expansion.

angular integration



Dirac Green function

Representation via 
regular/irregular Dirac solutions 

Spectral representation
Finite basis sets

-- Dirac solution regular at the origin

-- Dirac solution regular at the infinity

B-spline finite basis set method

[Johnson et al., PRA 37, 305 (1988)]

Dual Kinetic Balance B-spline basis set 

[Shabaev et al., PRL 93, 130405 (2004)]

PROS: Robustness, flexibility, 

convenient to work with.

CONS Convergence with respect to 

the basis size; high partial waves 

are not accessible.

PROS: High numerical accuracy, 

high partial waves accessible.

CONS  More difficult to work with.



Regular and irregular Dirac solutions

For the pure Coulomb potential:

For the general (asymptotically Coulomb) potential:

Power-series solution of the Dirac equation on a radial grid.

[Yerokhin, PRA 83, 012507 (2011); Salvat and Fernández-Varea, CPC 90, 151 (1995)].

Note: For the Coulomb potential, the Dirac functions can be calculated at a given radial 
point. For the general potential, calculation has to be carried out for the whole radial 
grid.

Wichmann and Kroll, PR 101, 843 (1956),
P.J. Mohr, Ann. Phys. 88, 26 (1974).



Radial integrations with Dirac Green function: difficulties and advantages

❑ Discontinuity at x = x’.

❑ Dominant contribution from the region x    x’,

❑ Exponential/powerlike growth/decrease of Dirac solutions at origin and 

infinity.

Care needs to be taken of:

❑ Semi-factorization of radial variables. 
(“semi” because of the radial ordering.)

It is sufficient to know Dirac solutions on a one-dimensional radial grid, in 
order to obtain the Green function on a two-dimensional radial grid!

Advantages to be used:



Computation of multiple radial integrals with Dirac Green function 

A (simplest) example, two-dimensional radial integral:

Numerical integration = some quadrature formula:

Quadrature grid for the outermost radial integral

Finer quadrature grid for the second integral

Even finer grid for the third integral

… Any number of integrations can be accommodated …

For arbitrary number 
of radial integrations, 

all functions in the 
integrand need to be 
stored only on a one-

dimensional grid !



The procedure:

❑ Set up the (1-dimensional) radial grid,

❑ Store all wave functions/Dirac solutions for Green functions/Bessel functions 

for photon propagators on this radial grid,

❑ Perform all radial integrations by summing up the pre-stored values.

Advantages:

❑ Simple and robust, easy to implement, 

❑ Computation of Dirac Green function takes only a small part of computation 

time (possible to switch to quadruple arithmetics with no extra costs),

❑ The same procedure for the point Coulomb potential and the general potential.

Disdvantages:

❑ Not the most effective way possible; a relative large number of integration 

points is required.

Computation of multiple radial integrals with Dirac Green function 



4-fold radial integrations with Dirac Green function appeared in:

❑ Two-loop self-energy [Yerokhin et al., PRL 91, 073001 (2003); PRL 97, 253004 (2006), …],

❑ Self-energy for nuclear magnetic shielding [Yerokhin et al., PRL 107, 043004 (2011)],

❑ Self-energy screening for g factor [Yerokhin et al., PRA 102, 022815 (2020)].

5-fold radial integrations:

❑ Two-loop self-energy for g factor [in progress].

Computation of multiple radial integrals with Dirac Green function 



❑ Calculations with Dirac Green function are not that hard !

❑ Multiple radial integrations in various QED corrections with Dirac Green 

functions can be computed within the same approach [usually the most 

numerically-intensive part]. 

❑ Separation of ultraviolet and infrared divergencies (and computation of finite 

remaining parts) are individual for different QED corrections.

Conclusions



Model QED operator



QED calculations with hydrogenic wave functions

S-states:

D5/2-states:

S, P1/2, P3/2, 
D3/2, D5/2

states are 
calculated



Model QED operator approach

[V.M. Shabaev, I.I. Tupitsyn, V.A. Yerokhin, PRA 88 012513 (2013)]

Non-local model QED operator:

No fitting is involved! 



Model QED versus Exact QED
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